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Abstract— Bats’ dynamic morphing wings are known to be
extremely high-dimensional, and they employ the combination
of inertial dynamics and aerodynamics manipulations to show-
case extremely agile maneuvers. Bats heavily rely on their highly
flexible wings and are capable of dynamically morphing their
wings to adjust aerodynamic and inertial forces applied to their
wing and perform sharp banking turns. There are technical
hardware and control challenges in copying the morphing
wing flight capabilities of flying animals. This work is majorly
focused on the modeling and control aspects of stable, tail-less,
morphing wing flight. A classical control approach using bang-
bang control is proposed to stabilize a bio-inspired morphing
wing robot called Aerobat. Robot-environment interactions
based on horseshoe vortex shedding and Wagner functions is
derived to realistically evaluate the feasibility of the bang-bang
control, which is then implemented on the robot in experiments
to demonstrate first-time closed-loop stable flights of Aerobat.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bats’ dynamic morphing wings are known to be extremely
high-dimensional, involving the synchronous movements of
many active and passive coordinates, joint clusters, in a
gait cycle. These animals apply their unique array of spe-
cializations to dynamically morph the shape of their wings
to enhance their agility and energy efficiency. Copying bat
dynamic morphing wing can bring fresh perspectives to
micro aerial vehicle (MAV) design [1].

For instance, bats employ the combination of inertial
dynamics and aerodynamics manipulations to showcase ex-
tremely agile maneuvers. Unlike rotary- and fixed-wing sys-
tems wherein aerodynamic surfaces (e.g., ailerons, rudders,
propellers, etc.) come with the sole role of aerodynamic
force adjustments, the articulated wings in bats possess more
sophisticated roles [2]. Or, it is known that bats can perform
zero-angular-momentum turns by making differential adjust-
ments (e.g., collapsing armwings) in the inertial forces led by
their wings. Bats can apply a similar mechanism to perform
sharp banking turns [3], [4].

Several attempts have been made to copy flapping flight
of animals including insects, birds, bats, etc., ranging from
smaller insect-sized robots, or micro UAVs [5]–[10], to bat
or small bird-sized robots with a wingspan between 20 and
60 cm [1], [11]–[17], and larger robots with wingspan larger
than 1 m [18], [19]. Unfortunately, most of these examples
fail to copy dynamic morphing capabilities manifested by
the powered flight of animals.
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Fig. 1. Shows Northeastern University’s morphing wing robot, Aerobat.
Aerobat is employed to test our bang-bang flight control.

Other than technical hardware challenges facing copy-
ing morphing wing flight there are modeling and control
challenges. This work is majorly focused on the modeling
and control aspects of morphing wing flight. We propose a
classical bang-bang control approach tested on a robot called
Aerobat (see Fig. 1) being developed at Northeastern Uni-
versity (NU). While our proposed method remains classical
and not novel, we had to overcome a number of technical
challenges worthy of writing this report to demonstrate the
closed-loop flight of Aerobat in an untethered fashion for the
first time.

Control of dynamic morphing wing flight is an extremely
challenging problem [20]–[24]. As part of our past work,
we have developed simulation models to investigate con-
trol methods [24], and incorporating embodied locomotion
through a change in morphology using mechanical intelli-
gence [25]. We explored models of robot-environment inter-
action based on Dickinson’s celebrated work [26]. However,
so far these models fail to capture leading- or trailing-edge
vortex shedding [27], [28] effects which are known to be
pronounced in morphing wing flight. This research gap has
motivated us to develop a more accurate model for our robot
and exploit it to evaluate the feasibility of flight control based
on bang-bang control in simulation and experiment.

This paper is outlined as follows: a brief discussion on
the Aerobat platform featured in this paper, followed by the
dynamic modeling, controller definition, and the numerical
simulation to show the proof-of-concept of the bang-bang
controller, then followed by experimental results of flying
the robot using said controller, and concluding remarks.
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II. AEROBAT PLATFORM: A PLATFORM TO STUDY
DYNAMIC MORPHING WING FLIGHT

NU’s Aerobat is a tail-less flapping robot that unlike
existing examples are capable of significantly morphing wing
structure dynamically during each gait cycle which is a
fraction of a second. This robot, which weighs roughly 50-60
grams depending on the onboard sensors, with a wingspan of
approximately 30 cm, was developed to study the flapping-
wing flight of bats.

Aerobat utilizes a computational structure, called the
Kinetic Sculpture (KS) [14], that introduces computational
resources for wing morphing. The KS is designed to actuate
the robot’s wings as it is split into two wing segments: the
proximal and distal wings, which are actuated by what is
the equivalent of shoulder and elbow joints, respectively. The
gait captures the wing folding during the upstroke motion,
which is one of the key modes in bat flight. The wing folding
reduces the wing surface area and minimizes the negative
lift during the upstroke and results in a more efficient flight.
Aerobat is capable of flapping at a frequency of up to 8 Hz
using its onboard electronics.

This tail-less robot is unstable in its longitudinal (pitch
dynamics) and frontal (roll dynamics) planes of flight.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a method to stabilize
longitudinal and frontal dynamics. As part of our efforts
to gradually move towards stable flight, in this work we
explore closed-loop stabilization of the robot using a bang-
bang control concept. The actuators considered for these
tests constitute small thrusters that only deliver correction
moments around the center of mass of Aerobat.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

This section outlines the dynamical modeling and simula-
tion utilized as a proof-of-concept for our bang-bang control
method. The dynamic modeling is derived using an unsteady
aerodynamic model using the Wagner model and lifting-line
theory [29]. Then, a bang-bang controller is developed to
control Aerobat and show that the system is capable of flying
stably.

A. Modeling Inertial and Aerodynamic Contributions

Aerobat has 20 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) present in the
system which makes the dynamic modeling very difficult to
derive. A simplification is performed to reduce the complex-
ity of the simulation and computational time. The KS can
be reduced using kinematics constraints down to a single
DOF which is actuated by the motor. The joint trajectories
corresponding to the shoulder and elbow joints can be used
as a kinematic constraint for the dynamical components of
the robot. The KS is also designed to synchronize the gait of
both wings. This reduces the wing system down to 1 DOF
represented by the motor angle.

Including the body’s 6 DOF, the simplified dynamical
model of Aerobat can be represented with 7 DOF. The
dynamical equation of motion used in the simulation can
be derived using Euler-Lagrangian dynamical formulations.
Figure 2 shows the free-body diagram of the robot, which

can be presented using 5 bodies: main body, proximal and
distal wings of both sides. The synchronized wing trajectory
allows us to just use one side of the wing in the states.

Let q = [p>,θ>, qs, qe]
> be the generalized coordinates,

where p is the body center of mass inertial position, θ is
the Euler angles of the body, qs and qe are the left wing’s
shoulder and elbow angles, respectively. The dynamical
equation of motion of the simplified system can be defined
as follows:

M(q) q̈ = h(q, q̇) + ua + ut + J>c λ

Jc q̈ = [q̈s, q̈e]
> = yks,

(1)

where M is the inertial matrix, h is the gravitational and
Coriolis forces, ua and ut are the generalized aerodynamic
and thruster forces, respectively. λ is the Lagrangian multi-
plier which enforces the constraint forces acting on qs and qe
to track the KS flapping acceleration yks. λ can be solved
algebraically from 1 given the states x = [q>, q̇>]> and
both generalized forces ua and ut. These generalized forces
can be derived using virtual displacement, as follows:

ua =

Nb∑
i=1

Ba,i(q)fa,i ut =

Nt∑
i=1

Bt,i(q)ft,i (2)

where B matrices map the forces f ∈ R3 to the generalized
coordinates q, Nb is the number of blade elements, and Nb
is the number of thrusters. Let the position pk(q) be the
inertial position where the force fk defined in the inertial
frame is applied. The matrix Bk for this force can be
derived as follows: Bk = (∂ṗk/∂q̇)

>. The aerodynamic
forces generated on each blade elements and thrust forces
are combined to form ua and ut, respectively.

The aerodynamics can be derived using discrete blade
elements following the derivations in [29]. This model uses
the lifting line theory and Wagner’s function to develop
a model for calculating the lift coefficient. Let S be the
total wingspan and y ∈ [−S/2, S/2] represents a position
along the wingspan. The vortex shedding distribution can be
defined as a function of truncated Fourier series of size m
across the wingspan, as follows:

Γ(t, y) =
1

2
a0 c0 U

m∑
n=1

an(t) sin(n θ(y)) (3)

where an is the Fourier coefficients, a0 is the slope of the
angle of attack, c0 is the chord length at wing’s axis of
symmetry, and U is the free stream airspeed. Let θ be the
change of variable defined by y = (S/2) cos(θ) for describ-
ing a position along the wingspan y ∈ (−S/2, S/2). From
Γ(t, y), we can derive the additional downwash induced by
the vortices, defined as follows:

wy(t, y) = −a0c0U
4S

m∑
n=1

nan(t)
sin(nθ)

sin(θ)
. (4)

Following the unsteady Kutta-Joukowski theorem, the
sectional lift coefficient can be expressed as follows:

CL(t, y) = a0

m∑
n=1

(
c0
c(y)

an(t) +
c0
U
ȧn(t)

)
sin(nθ), (5)



Fig. 2. Illustrates how the vortex shedding is parameterized in the model of Aerobat. In addition, the small thrusters used to control longitudinal and
frontal dynamics based on a bang-bang control concept are shown.

where c(y) is the chord length at the wingspan position y.
The computation of the sectional lift coefficient response of
an airfoil undergoing a step change in downwash ∆w(y) <<
U can be expressed using Wagner function Φ(t):

cL(t, y) =
a0
U

∆w(t, y)Φ(t̃)

Φ(t̃) = 1− ψ1e
−ε1 t̃ − ψ2e

−ε2 t̃
(6)

where t̃(t) =
∫ t
0
(vie/b)dt is the normalized time which

is defined as the distance traveled divided by half chord
length (b = c/2). Here, vie is defined as the velocity of the
quarter chord distance from the leading edge in the direction
perpendicular to the wing sweep. For the condition where the
freestream airflow dominates ve, then we can approximate
the normalized time as t̃ = Ut/b. The Wagner model
in (6) uses Jones’ approximation [29], with the following
coefficients: ψ1 = 0.165, ψ2 = 0.335, ε1 = 0.0455, and
ε2 = 0.3.

Duhamel’s principles can be used to superimpose the
transient response due to a step change in downwash as
defined in (6). Additionally, integration by parts can be used
to simplify the equation further, resulting in the following
equation:

CL(t, y) =
a0
U

(
w(t, y)Φ(0)−

∫ t

0

∂Φ(t− τ)

∂τ
w(τ, y)dτ

)
.

(7)
∂Φ(t− τ)

∂τ
= −ψ1ε1U

b
e−

ε1U
b (t−τ) − ψ2ε2U

b
e−

ε2U
b (t−τ)

(8)

Here, w(t, y) is the total downwash defined as:

w(t, y) = vn(t, y) + wy(t, y), (9)

where vn is the airfoil velocity normal to the wing surface
which depends on the freestream velocity and the inertial
dynamics. Finally, we can represent the integrals as the
following states:

z1(t, y) =

∫ t

0

ψ1ε1U

b
e−

ε1U
b (t−τ)w(τ, y)dτ

z2(t, y) =

∫ t

0

ψ2ε2U

b
e−

ε2U
b (t−τ)w(τ, y)dτ.

(10)

Both of these states can be expressed as an ODE by deriving
the time derivatives of (10). They can be derived using
Leibniz integral rule, yielding the following equations:

ż1(t, y) =
ψ1ε1U

b

(
w(t, y)− ε1U

b
z1(t, y)

)
ż2(t, y) =

ψ2ε2U

b

(
w(t, y)− ε2U

b
z2(t, y)

)
.

(11)

The sectional lift coefficient can then be defined as:

cL(t, y) =
a0
U

(w(t, y)φ(0) + z1(t, y) + z2(t, y)) , (12)

and we can march the aerodynamic states z1 and z2 forward
in time using (11). Finally, we can relate the both sectional
lift coefficient equations in (5) and (12) to solve for the
Fourier coefficient rate of change, ȧn.
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Fig. 3. Illustrates Aerobat’s stick-diagram and simulated state trajectories under bang-bang control of the longitudinal and frontal dynamics.

The aerodynamic states are defined along the span of
the wing and can be discretized into m blade elements.
Therefore, we can derive the m equations relating (5) and
(12) on each blade element to solve for the ȧn. Then,
including z1 and z2 on each blade elements, we will have
3m ODE equations to solve. We can represent an, z1, and
z2 of all blade elements as the vector an ∈ Rm, z1 ∈ Rm,
and z2 ∈ Rm, respectively.

B. Bang-Bang Control of Longitudinal and Frontal Dynam-
ics

The orientation and speed control of the robot can be
established using a change in the thruster forces and flapping
speed. In this work, we attempt to keep the flapping speed
constant at 4.75 Hz which is the flapping speed of the robot
used in our experiments. Therefore, we only utilized the four
thrusters to stabilize the robot’s roll and pitch, in addition to
it’s forward speed.

Let vi be the magnitude of the thrust forces of thruster i,
as labeled in Fig. 2. Let v1 and v2 be the backwards-facing
thrusters above and below the robot, respectively, to adjust
the robot’s pitch and assist in thrust generation. Then, let
v3 and v4 be the thrusters facing the robot’s left and right,
respectively, which are used to adjust the roll of Aerobat.
The following bang-bang controller is used to stabilize the
robot’s orientation and forward speed:

ΓBB =


v1 = ON if θy > θy,ref

v2 = ON if θy ≤ θy,ref
v3 = ON if θx > θx,ref

v4 = ON if θx ≤ θx,ref ,

(13)

where θx and θy are the roll and pitch angles, respectively.
We constraint the thrusters to only generate forces in one di-

rection and assume that the torque produced by the propeller
drag is negligible.

IV. RESULTS

Here, we briefly cover our simulation and experimental
results from Aerobat’s untethered flights in a straight path.

A. Simulation Results and Discussions

The simulation was set up to match some of the flight
conditions of the actual robot in our experiments. In the
simulation, the robot was initialized with an initial forward
speed of 2 m/s. No upstream flow is assumed in these
simulations. We use the flapping speed of 4.75 Hz and
initialize the robot with a small perturbation in initial stats.
The robot orientation was initialized with an initial pitch and
roll of 15◦ and −5◦, respectively. We set the pitch and roll
reference to 20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

In Fig. 3, simulated states and thrusters forces during the
simulation are shown. Top figure in Fig. 3 shows the stick-
diagram of Aerobat. The model reaches a stable limit-cycle
within approximately 5 seconds. The bang-bang controller
despite its simplicity is capable of stabilizing the initial roll
and pitch perturbations fairly quickly.

B. Experiments

To ensure a controlled takeoff of Aerobat, we design and
build a motorized launcher, which can generate a consistent
initial speed and orientation for Aerobat. This launcher can
be rotated along the base on a tripod to launch Aerobat at
different takeoff orientations. The launcher can achieve a
maximum launch speed of 4 m/s precisely and consistently
as it is actuated with a custom-made actuator controlled with
a PID velocity controller.



Fig. 4. The snapshots of the Aerobat flight experiment which was captured using a high-speed camera showing the moment after launch and one flapping
gait cycle. The robot was launched and flapping as it was being stabilized by the bang-bang control.

Fig. 5. Illustrates flight trajectory after launch. Aerobat is launched from right and flies towards the net that is placed on the left-hand side. During the
flight test, the bang-bang controller regulates the roll and pitch dynamics.
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Fig. 6. Shows Euler angles as measured by the onboard IMU during
the flight experiment. The robot’s orientation is relatively stable during the
flight.

In our experiment, we set the controller’s pitch and roll
offset values to 20◦ and 0◦, respectively. We set Aerobat’s
flapping speed to approximately 5Hz, and the launch speed
was set to be 2m/s to follow our simulation conditions.
Figures 4 and 5 show the snapshots from our high-speed
camera recordings of the flight experiment until a few
moments before the robot landed onto a net. Figure 6 shows
the logged IMU data of Aerobat’s orientation transmitted by
an onboard Bluetooth system in the robot.

As shown in Fig. 6, the launcher begins to accelerate
at approximately 0.1s, and releases Aerobat at 0.3s. The
launcher is designed to introduce a minimized interference
in Aerobat’s flight dynamics at the launch moment. How-
ever, external perturbations introduced by the launcher are

inevitable. For instance, we observed a pitching moment
imparted by the gripper upon release. After full release,
Aerobat bang-bang controller is activated.

According to our experimental results, the pitch and roll
angles oscillate at a mean angle of approximately 20◦ and
15◦, respectively. The pitch and roll angles possess a peak-
to-peak amplitude of 9◦, respectively. We also noticed that
the pitch angle oscillations are smaller compared to our
simulation results, which could be attributed to a few known
factors. These factors are not considered in our proposed
modeling efforts include (1) lack of speed control in the KS
mechanism, (2) asymmetry in the right and left wing flapping
due to mechanical failure, (3) center-of-mass positions from
model and actual robot do not exactly match, and (4)
unknown drag force introduced by the thrusters and their
impulsive behavior due to the bang-bang control scheme.

For instance, the DC motor that drives the KS is controlled
by a conventional sensor-less electronics speed controller
which is incapable of maintaining a constant flapping speed
in a single gait cycle. This issue causes flapping speed
fluctuations during experiments which consequently manifest
its effect in how the center-of-pressure translates relative to
the body in a gait cycle.

Another important observation regarding model-
experiment inconsistencies is about the yaw dynamics.
Although the yaw dynamics is perfectly dormant in



simulation due to inherent symmetry in the model, we
observed yaw angle from experiments is affected by other
factors that are not present in the model. For instance, the
thrusters can generate a yaw moment due to aerodynamic
reactive friction drag forces on the tiny propellers.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we present the dynamic modeling, simula-
tion, and experimentation of a tail-less morphing flapping-
wing robot which is stabilized using bang-bang control.
The simulation shows the proof-of-concept of using the
thrusters to help the robot stabilize its longitudinal and frontal
dynamics, and the experimental results show that the robot
is dynamically stable during the flight. For our future work,
we will attempt to improve the stability of the flight and
address the mechanical and control issues that are present in
the current Aerobat build.
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